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Abstract

The ability to extract independently moving objects in a
video is an essential requirement for a vision system to be
able to learn about objects in an unsupervised manner. But
the focus of most motion segmentation algorithms has been
to group pixels with similar motion characteristics into re-
gions, and usually ignore static cues. In this paper we pro-
pose a segmentation process that will extract, using both dy-
namic and static visual cues, only the regions correspond-
ing to the moving objects. Instead of grouping pixels into
regions, the proposed process groups edge pixels into the
closed boundaries of the moving objects in the video.

The grouping of the edge pixels is accomplished using
[16] that finds the closed boundary around a given point in
an image without being affected by the size of the boundary.
We propose a strategy to select the points inside the moving
objects and use [16] to generate closed boundaries for the
selected points. Following segmentation, a novel process
selects a subset of the closed boundaries corresponding to
the moving objects. We evaluate quantitatively the perfor-
mance of our proposed system in extracting moving objects
from videos and the results show its usefulness in generat-
ing the closed boundaries (or regions) for high-level visual
processing such as object recognition.

1. Introduction

Motion information is critical for visual perception. It
can help a vision system learn about objects in an unsuper-
vised manner. But the focus of most motion segmentation
algorithms has been to group pixels with similar motion
characteristics into regions. While having regions instead
of pixels for high level visual processing reduces computa-
tional complexity, not knowing which subset of regions ac-
tually correspond to the moving objects in the scene makes
it hard to learn new objects in a truly bottom-up fashion.
The problem is especially hard when both the objects and
the camera are moving in a scene. We propose a segmenta-
tion process that will extract only the regions corresponding
to the moving objects using both dynamic as well as static
visual cues.
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Figure 1. Segmentation Process. (a) The color and texture based binary
edge map. (b) The optical flow map. (c) The probabilistic boundary edge
map obtained by combining (a) and (b) - the edges with a motion discon-
tinuity across them. (d) The predicted boundaries of moving objects ob-
tained from (c), also the arrows indicating the object side of the predicted
boundary pixels are computed using (b). (e) Candidate fixation points in-
side the moving objects. (f) The closed boundaries for all fixation points.
For each fixation point, the fixation-based segmentation method(author?)
[16] finds the optimal closed boundary by combining the edge pixels in (c)
such that it encloses the fixation point. (g) The final segmentation which
is effectively the minimum number of closed boundaries in (f) that traces
almost all of the predicted boundary pixels in (d).

Recently, Mishra et al.[16] proposed a strategy that, in-
stead of segmenting an entire scene all at once, segments
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one region at a time, which is identified by a single point
(called fixation point in an anthropomorphic sense) inside
that region provided as input and the segmentation of the
region is not affected by its scale. With this fixation-based
approach, segmenting multiple moving objects will entail
selecting points inside each of the objects and carrying out
the segmentation process repeatedly. But[16] did not pro-
pose a strategy to select those points. So, in this paper, we
propose a strategy to select the points inside the moving
objects without knowing either their actual number or their
sizes.

With this fixation strategy, we build on the above men-
tioned fixation based segmentation approach. Our segmen-
tation process has four major components: first, color, tex-
ture and motion cues are used to find the motion boundaries,
represented by a probabilistic boundary edge map (section
3); second, the points inside the moving objects are selected
(section 4); third, for every point, an optimal closed bound-
ary enclosing that point is found (section 5); fourth, a subset
of the closed contours, which correspond to the moving ob-
jects, is selected (section 6.2). The diagram of the proposed
segmentation process is shown in Figure 1. We conduct our
experiments to quantify the performance of our system us-
ing a recent dataset proposed by Brox and Malik in[7] in
section 7.

Our two main contributions are a strategy to select points
inside moving objects and a method to identify only the
regions corresponding to the moving objects. To achieve
the latter objective, we have used the concept of assign-
ing “object” side information to the boundary pixels which
amounts to what is known as border-ownership in the neu-
roscience literature[9, 30].

2. Related Work
The problem of finding independently moving objects in

a video, in the general case when the camera is itself mov-
ing, is a difficult problem. This is because the image mo-
tion is generated by the combined effects of camera mo-
tion, structure of the scene and the motion of independently
moving objects. Isolating these three factors proves to be a
difficult task.

Prior research can mostly be classified in the approaches
relying, prior to 3D motion estimation, on 2D motion mea-
surements only[4, 8, 18, 26], and the 3D approaches which
identify clusters with consistent 3D motion [1, 17, 23, 21,
25, 28] using a variety of techniques. The limitations of the
techniques of the first kind are well understood. Depth dis-
continuities and independently moving objects both cause
discontinuities in the 2D optical flow, and it is not possible
to separate these factors without 3D motion and structure
estimation. Some techniques, such as [25] are based on al-
ternate models of image formation like weak perspective.
These additional constraints can be justified for domains
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Figure 2. The oriented disc filters with opposite polarity. The correspond-
ing orientation values (in degree) are shown at the bottom. The middle
zone (width “w”) in the filters are suppressed to tolerate the misalignment
between the optical flow boundary, and the actual boundary of the moving
objects. The disc radius is 0.015 times the image diagonal and “w” is 0.2
times the radius.

such as aerial imagery. In this case, the planarity of the
scene allows a registration process [3, 24, 27, 29], and un-
compensated regions correspond to independent movement.
This idea has been extended to cope with general scenes by
selecting models depending on the scene complexity [22],
or by fitting multiple planes using the plane plus parallax
constraint [13, 20].

Improvements can be obtained through integration of the
motion measurements over time. In a recent breakthrough
paper, Brox and Malik introduced a segmentation technique
[7] doing exactly this with excellent results. They renewed
interest in the problem that has been nascent for a while.
This is because the 3D approaches that dominated this field
in the past, have been challenged by the difficulty of esti-
mating 3D motion and the inherent ambiguities associated
with the problem [2, 5, 15, 12, 10]. The work of Brox
and Malik mentioned above, with its high quality results,
demonstrated that we can achieve a solution to this problem
without a detailed 3D analysis. Along this line of thought,
we propose here object segmentation in video using cue in-
tegration. We test our proposed technique on the dataset and
improve on the results by Brox and Malik7.

3. Probabilistic Boundary Edge Map

In a probabilistic boundary edge map of an image, the
intensity of a pixel is set to be the probability that it is on the
boundary of a moving object in the scene. We can determine
this probability by checking for a discontinuity in the optical
flow map at the corresponding pixel location because the
boundary of a moving object is also a motion boundary. But
the exact location of discontinuities in optical flow maps
often do not match with the true object boundaries, a well-
known issue for optical flow algorithms. To account for
this, we use static cues such as color and texture to first find
all possible boundary locations in the image which are the
edge pixels with positive color and/or texture gradient (See
Figure 1(a)). The probability of these edge pixels to be on
the motion boundary is then determined as a function of the
optical flow gradient across them. Unlike[16], color and
texture gradient values do not participate in determination
of the boundary probability.
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Figure 3. (a) The first frame of the “cars3” sequence. (b) 2D optic flow map. (c) All the edge pixels with non-zero color and texture
gradient overlaid on the flow map. (d) The final probabilistic boundary edge map.

3.1. Boundary Localization using Static Cues

Using color and texture cues, all locations in frame 1
with positive color and/or texture gradient are detected and
stored in a binary edge map[14]. At all the edge pixels, the
dominant tangential direction, which can be one of eight
quantized values between 0 and π, is calculated as well.

The binary edge map, by selecting only a subset of all
pixels, effectively assigns zero probability to the pixels from
inside smooth areas in the scene to be on the boundary of a
moving object. However, the boundary probability of the
edge pixels can not be estimated using the color or tex-
ture gradient at their locations. An edge pixel with a high
color or texture gradient value can be both inside and on the
boundary of a moving object. We need motion cues to de-
termine the boundary probability of the edge pixels in the
binary edge map.

3.2. Boundary Probability Estimation using Motion
Cues

We start by computing the optical flow using two con-
secutive frames [6]. See Figure 3(b) for an example. We
also define eight disc filters for the eight possible orienta-
tions of the edge pixels in the binary edge map computed
above (Figure 2 shows all the disc filters). By placing the
appropriately oriented disc filter in the optical flow map at
the location corresponding to an edge pixel, we compute the
optical flow gradient as the magnitude of the difference in
the mean optical flow vectors || ~V+− ~V−||, where ~V+ and ~V−
are the mean optical flow vectors in the two halves of oppo-
site polarity indicated by “+” and “−” in Figure 2. Figure
3(c) shows the binary edge pixels overlaid on the flow map.
While the gradient for an edge pixel inside a moving ob-
ject is less than that for an edge pixel on the boundary, we
still have to convert the gradient value into the boundary
probability such that 0 ≤ PB(x, y) ≤ 1 where PB is the
final probabilistic boundary edge map. Figure 3(d) shows
the inverted probabilistic boundary edge map of the image
in Figure 3(a).

The relationship between the optical flow gradient at an
edge pixel and its boundary probability is not linear because
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Figure 4. Learning the parameters of a logistic function converting
the optical flow gradient into a probability.

a large flow discontinuity implies a faster moving object
but does not imply a proportionally high probability of the
boundary pixels to be on the motion boundary. In fact, the
relationship is close to being a step function as the optical
flow gradient for all the pixels at the boundary of a moving
object is usually higher than a threshold, and the opposite is
true for the edge pixels from inside a moving object. Thus,
we use a logistic function, L : R 7→ [0, 1], to convert the op-
tical flow gradient into the probability value, which is given
by:

L(g) =
1

1 + e−β1(g−β2)
(1)

where g is the optical flow gradient, and β1 and β2 are the
parameters of the logistic function.

To determine β1 and β2, we take any consecutive pair of
frames in a video sequence and calculate their optical flow
map. In the first frame, we manually segment the moving
objects. We then select 200 edge pixels at regular intervals
on the boundary and inside the moving objects and calcu-
late the optical flow gradients for these edge pixels. This
will form the training set, where the gradient values for the
boundary pixels should be mapped to 1 and those for the
internal edge pixels to 0. Using logistic regression, we fit
the logistic function to this data as shown in Figure 4. β1
and β2 are found to be 5.952 and 0.756 respectively. All
our experiments were performed with these values.



4. Fixation Strategy
The goal of the fixation strategy is to select points inside

objects so that the fixation-based segmentation method[16]
takes those points along with the probabilistic boundary
edge map as its input and returns the closed boundaries en-
closing those points as its output. But, selecting the points
inside objects even before segmenting them appears as a
chicken and egg problem to which the solution in the logic
used to generate the probabilistic boundary edge PB map
above.

To generate PB , only the local processing of the optical
flow vectors was done to assign the probability to an edge
pixel to be the motion boundary. An edge pixel more likely
to be on the motion boundary has a significant difference in
the mean optical flow vectors on its opposite sides. We can
identify the “object” side of such a boundary pixel as the
side with larger mean optic flow. In the presence of static
camera, it is easy to see that the logic that the “object” side
has larger flow at the boundary holds. What happens when
the camera is moving?

If we subtract the effect of the camera motion from the
optical flow map, the moving camera case essentially be-
comes the static camera case. We estimate the ego-motion
of the camera in terms of four parameters, (x and y trans-
lations, scale and rotation). Phase correlation on two con-
secutive frames in the Cartesian representation give the 2D
translations (tx and ty) and in the log-polar representation
gives scale and z-rotation[19]. Phase correlation can be
thought of as a voting approach [11], and hence we find
empirically that these four parameters depend primarily on
the background motion even in the presence of moving ob-
jects. This assumption is true as long as the background
edges dominate the edges on the moving objects. This four-
parameter transform predicts a flow direction at every point
in the image, which is subtracted from the computed optic
flow map to remove the effect of camera motion.

From the probabilistic boundary edge map, we pick the
edge pixels with the boundary probability greater than 0.5
and assume that they lie on the boundary of some object in
the image. We represent this subset of boundary edge pixels
by IB given as:

IB(x, y) =

{
1 if PB(x, y) > 0.5

0 otherwise

For the edge pixels in IB , we identify the “object” side by
comparing the mean optic flow vectors ~V+ and ~V− on the
opposite sides and store the information in a 2D matrix,OB ,
defined as:

OB(x, y) =


+1 if IB(x, y) 6= 0 & ~||V+|| > ~||V−||
−1 if IB(x, y) 6= 0 & ~||V−|| > ~||V+||
0 if IB(x, y) = 0

Figure 5. Left: (a) Boundary pixels (shown in black) with “object”
side information (shown by blue arrows). Right: (b) Boundary
fragments and corresponding fixation points selected on their “ob-
ject” side.

See Figure 5(a) for an example of IB and OB for the first
frame of the “cars3” sequence shown in Figure 3(a).

Using OB , we could select the points inside objects by
moving a fixed distance towards the “object” side in the nor-
mal direction at the boundary edge pixels in IB . But this
would give us as many points as the edge pixels causing
redundancy because many fixations inside the same object
will result in the same segmentation. To reduce the redun-
dancy, we break the contours of IB into fragments inter-
rupted by either an end point or a junction. Now, instead
of an edge pixel, we select a point for each edge fragment
by moving towards the “object side” in the normal direction
of the edge pixel in the middle of the fragment. The point
is selected at a fixed distance of 20 px from the edge pixel.
For instance, see Figure 5(b) for the edge fragments and the
corresponding points displayed in same color.

5. Fixation Based Segmentation
For each selected point, the fixation-based segmenta-

tion approach [16] finds the closed boundary around the
given point by combining the edge pixels in the probabilistic
boundary edge. The segmentation for each point has two in-
termediate steps: first, the probabilistic boundary edge map
PB is converted from the Cartesian to the Polar space us-
ing the given point as the pole for the conversion, in or-
der to achieve scale invariance. Following this, a binary
segmentation of the polar edge map generates the optimal
path through the polar edge map such that when the curve is
mapped back to the original Cartesian space, it encloses the
point. The two-step segmentation process is repeated for all
fixation points found in section 4 using the same PB . The
source code for this segmentation algorithm was obtained
from the author’s website.

6. Selecting Regions Corresponding to Moving
Objects

We have as many closed contours as the number points
selected by the fixation strategy. As one can see in Figure
5, since the selection of points depends on the contour frag-
ments in IB , the multiple fragments which are part of the
same closed boundary generate the points that lie inside the



same object; these points lead to duplications of the closed
contours. Also, sometimes due to error in “object” side
estimation for an edge fragment, the corresponding point
lies outside of any object in the image which will lead to
a closed contour that does not correspond to an object. See
Figure 1(f) for an example of both types of contours. So, we
need a process that sifts through all the closed contours to
pick only the ones that uniquely correspond to the moving
objects in the scene. This means that we require a method
to differentiate between any two closed contours which will
be described in section 6.1. Following this, we describe
our minimum set cover formulation to select the subset of
closed contours that correspond to the moving objects in
section 6.2.

Notation: IiC is the binary mask representing the ith

closed contour whose interior is represented by another bi-
nary mask IiR. If I is a 2D matrix with binary entries, XI is
the set of 2D coordinates of the non-zero pixels in I .

6.1. Coverage of a Closed Contour

We define the coverage of a closed contour so that a high
coverage is more likely to correspond to the boundary of a
moving object. A closed boundary of a moving object is
composed of the edge pixels in IB such that the “object”
side of these edge pixels is the interior of the contour (see
Figure 6(a) for an example). The opposite of this is the
closed boundary of a hole wherein the object side of all the
boundary edge pixels lie outside of the hole (see Figure.6(b)
for an example of a hole). So, the coverage of a closed
contour is defined as:

Coverage(IC , IR) =
1

|XIC |
∑

x∈XIC

IB(x)Π(x) (2)

Π(x) =

{
+1 if IR(x+ λOB(x)u⊥) 6= 0

−1 otherwise

u⊥ =

[
cos(θ − π

2 )
sin(θ − π

2 )

]
where x is a 2D coordinate, θ is the orientation of the tan-
gential direction at the edge pixel x and λ is the distance
from the selected point on the “object” side to the edge
pixel. In our experiment, we keep λ to be 5 px.

6.2. Selecting Closed Boundaries of Moving Objects

With the definition of the coverage of a closed contour
given above, simply looking at the sign of the coverage
value differentiates between the boundary of a moving ob-
ject and to a non-object. A closed contour outside of any
moving object traces the edge pixels in IB with “object”
side lying outside of the contour and thus has a coverage
that is negative or close to zero if positive. To handle the du-
plicate closed contours of the same moving object, we can
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Figure 6. (a) and (b) are the closed contours likely to a moving
object and a hole respectively. (b) A closed contour hole. (c) Two
occluding closed contours. Note that the arrows indicate the “ob-
ject” side of the boundary pixels.

pick the one resulting in the highest coverage with the object
boundary. We formulate the process of selecting the closed
boundaries of moving objects from the set of all closed con-
tours as a type of a min-cover problem, whose standard def-
inition is:

Given an Universal set U and a set of subsets S, find
S

′ ⊆ S such that S
′

contains all the elements of U and |S′ |
is minimum.

In this case, XIB is the universal set U . {XIiC
}ni=1 is

the set of subsets since XIiC
, the pixels along each closed

contour, contains a subset of pixels in XIB . n is the total
number of closed contours. Our objective is to find the min-
imum number of closed contours that together trace almost
all the pixels in IB . Since the minimum set cover problem is
NP-Complete, we propose a greedy solution. The pseudo-
code is given in Algorithm 1. The selected closed contours
at the end of the process are the boundaries of the different
moving objects in the scene.

The greedy solution works iteratively. It starts with com-
puting coverage of all closed contours and then selects the
best contour in each iteration. At the end of the iteration, the
universal set is updated by eliminating all the pixels traced
by the current best contour. After updating, the coverage
of the remaining contours are recomputed for the next iter-
ation. The selection process repeats until the “best” closed
contour in the current iteration has a coverage below a cer-
tain threshold.

An important step in the proposed greedy solution is the
the update of the remaining closed contours at the end of
each iteration. To handle the case of occluding contours,
when one of them is selected as the best contour in an iter-
ation, the remaining closed contours are updated such that
the pixels on the shared boundary do not affect their cover-
age as those pixels have already been traced by the current
best contour.

Consider, for instance, the two occluding closed con-
tours ABCA and ADBA in Figure 6(c). They share the
pixels along the segment AB and the “object” side indi-
cates it will contribute positively to the coverage of ABCA
and negatively to that of contour ADBA. After the selec-
tion of ABCA, in the next iteration, we would like to make
ADBA prominent because the boundary portion AB that



Algorithm 1 Selecting “good” regions, tcoverage = 0.3,
to = 0.05

Input:
IB . edge pixels predicted to be on object boundaries
OB . object side information
Sin = {IiR, IiC}

n
i=1 . closed contours for all n fixations

Output:
Sout = {IjR, IjC}

m
j=1 . final closed contours

Intermediate variables:
IkT . all closed contours traced until iteration (k-1)
IkM . accumulated region mask until iteration (k-1)

begin
Initialize k ← 0; I0B ← 0; I0A ← 0
while |Sin| > 0 do

Compute coverage of all closed contours ∈ Sin;
Let b be the index of the closed contour with maximum coverage;
if Coverage(IbR, IbC) < tcoverage then

Exit the loop;
else

Move the closed contour from Sin to Sout;
IkA ← IkA + IbR;
XIB ← XIB − (XIB ∩XIb

C
);

XIk
T
← (XIk

T
∪XIb

C
);

for IiC ∈ Sin do
overlap = |XIi

R
∩XIA |/|XIi

R
|;

if overlap < to then
XIi

C
← XIi

C
− (XIi

C
∩XIk

T
) . to handle occlusion

end if
end for
Increment k;

end if
end while

was contributing negatively has already been traced by re-
gion ABCA. So, the new coverage of ADBA will include
the contribution from the remaining pixels in the segment
ADB. But, this could have unintended consequence for
overlapping duplicate contours where once the best contour
for the moving object is selected, all the duplicate contours
with a slight change will become important just as the oc-
cluding contour case. To avoid this situation, we check
for the overlap of the inside of the remaining closed con-
tours with that of already selected closed contours. Only
the closed contours with no overlap are updated.

7. Experiments
7.1. Data and Evaluation Criteria

For quantitative analysis, we have selected the dataset
created in [7] containing 26 video sequences with ground
truth segmentation of the moving objects. Unlike the
feature-based sparse segmentation algorithms that track fea-
tures over a large number of frames for better results, our
method requires only two consecutive frames to segment
the moving objects in them. So, we use the first 10 frames of
each sequence to do our analysis. We also split the dataset
into two groups: (“cars1” to “cars10” sequences) containing

over-
segmentation

boundary
accuracy (%)

detection rate
(%)

overlap score
(%)

Rigid 1.3± 0.2 88.61±0.96 70.67±5.12 88.52±4.23
Non-rigid 1.57±0.4 83.30±7.43 52.94±7.12 89.11±3.61

Table 1. Segmentation accuracy results of the proposed method.

rigid objects and the rest containing non-rigid objects. Al-
though we compare our dense segmentation results with the
sparse segmentation of Brox and Malik using the pixel-wise
metrics defined in [7], we define the our evaluation metrics
that are more appropriate for a dense edge based segmenta-
tion like ours. These metrics evaluate both the accuracy and
stability of the proposed technique.

We compute four different accuracy metrics for each
moving object and report the average score over all the ob-
jects in the dataset. Using ground truth segmentation G
of each object, the segmented closed contours lying inside
the ground-truth mask are identified and the pixels inside
these closed contours are combined to form a segmented
object mask M . The number of the identified contours is
the over-segmentation error and the overlap between the
ground-truth and the segmented object mask |G∩M ||G| is the
overlap score for that object. The fraction of boundary pix-
els of M within 5 px distance of any pixel along the true
object boundary is the boundary accuracy of the object.
Finally, the detection rate is the fraction of all objects de-
tected where an object is considered detected if its overlap
score is more than 0.8.

Stability of the system is evaluated by repeating the seg-
mentation for the next pairs of consecutive frames. After
all, the system is robust only if the output is consistent. We
compute the accuracy metrics using ground-truth that we
generated for all 10 frames of the sequence. The variation
in the accuracy metrics is the measure of the stability of the
proposed method.

7.2. Results and Analysis

We show the segmentation results for a number of se-
quences from the video dataset[7]. A quick qualitative anal-
ysis reveals that the proposed method handles occlusion, re-
sults in good boundary accuracy and is scale-invariant. For
quantitative analysis, we first compare with [7]. We cre-
ate dense tracks of the pixels inside each closed contour
found using just two consecutive frames and assign them an
unique label. We also generate tracks for the background
pixels. Table 2 contains the values of the pixel-wise eval-
uation metrics defined in [7]. Although we use only two
consecutive frames compared with 10 frames used in [7],
our algorithm performs better. Also, we provide dense seg-
mentation compared with sparse segmentation of [7]. Due
to that very difference, we evaluate our segmentation using
the metrics defined in the previous section. The results are
shown in Table. 1.



Density overall
error

average
error

over-
segmentation

our segmentation 100% 3.71% 16.55% 2.25
Brox&Malik(author?)

[7]
3.34% 7.75% 25.01% 0.54

Table 2. Evaluation Results using the metrics defined in (author?)
[7].

The proposed segmentation process mostly finds the
moving objects as one region as indicated by the over-
segmentation error in Table 1, which is 1.3 and 1.57 for
rigid and non-rigid objects respectively. The low variation
in the values show the stability of the method in consis-
tently producing the same decomposition across time. Note
that 80% of the boundary of the detected moving object is
traced faithfully and almost 90% of the object interior is
covered by the segmented regions. While the detected mov-
ing objects are segmented well by our method, the detection
rates are 70.67% and 52.94% of the rigid and non-rigid ob-
jects. This means the system is not segmenting 3 out of 10
rigid objects. The two likely causes are: first, no point was
selected inside the undetected moving objects and hence no
segmentation for those objects; second, a point was selected
inside the undetected moving objects but the corresponding
contours could not make it through the selection process.

We found that, on average, 8 points were selected inside
each moving object and at least one point was selected in-
side all the moving objects. But we also found that only
75% of all selected points landed inside the object masks.
The reason for this is also the reason for why the closed con-
tours corresponding to some undetected objects are not ex-
tracted even after having a point selected inside them. And
that reason is the wrong “object” side information for the
boundary pixels of those objects.

Consider, for instance, the first frame of the “cars10” se-
quence (see Figure 7: Last Row, Column 1) for which the
segmentation results are shown in Figure 7: Last row, Col-
umn 3. Although the “object” side estimation for most of
the boundary pixels of the bus behind the car are wrong,
some points were selected inside the bus due to the strong
internal edges (see Figure 8). The closed contours corre-
sponding to the points on the bus will have a negative cov-
erage, and will be rejected as a possible hole in the selection
process described in section 6. We found that 87.12% of
all predicted boundary pixels in IB lying on the true object
boundaries have the correctly estimated “object” side infor-
mation. The estimation accuracy can be improved with a
better 3D ego-motion estimation.

The boundary accuracy of the detected object depends
primarily on the ability of motion cues to assign high prob-
ability to the actual motion boundary. But sometimes due
to error in the optical flow a significant portion of the object
boundary is not identified, resulting in lower accuracy. For

Figure 7. Segmented Moving Objects. Left column: the first frame
of the video sequence. Middle column: the predicted boundary
pixels of the moving objects, IB . Right column: The final set of
closed contours corresponding to the moving objects in the scene.
Row 1 and Row 2 show that the proposed approach can handle
occluding objects and demonstrate the scale invariance as the size
of segmented objects are very different. The last row contains an
example of the effect of erroneous visual cues on segmentation.

instance, in Figure 9, the actual boundary edge on top of
the hat of the lady is not assigned an appropriate probability
causing [16] to deviate from the desired closed contour.

Finally, due to noise in the edge and the optical flow
maps, the final set of contours for each sequence has, on av-
erage, 2.8 ≈ 3 closed contours that do not belong to any ob-
ject in the scene. However, these spurious closed contours
can be identified easily as they do not correspond across



Figure 8. Left: (a) The “object” side information. Right: (b) the points
selected by the fixation strategy.

Figure 9. From left to right: (a) Frame 344 in “marple4” sequence. (b)
The optic flow map (c) the predicted boundary pixels. (d) Final segmenta-
tion results.

time.

8. Conclusion

We have presented a motion segmentation process that,
instead of grouping pixels into regions, groups edge pix-
els into the closed boundaries of the moving objects in the
scene. These contours can be used for unsupervised learn-
ing of objects from videos. The reported improvements
over the state-of-the-art is primarily due to the integration of
static cues into motion processing. Also, the modular nature
of the proposed process makes it possible to translate any
improvement in edge detection or optical flow estimation
directly into better segmentation results. The actual seg-
mentation step is separated from the cues that are used only
to create the boundary edge map. The separation makes it a
generic segmentation process that can be run depending on
the available visual cues.
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